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A hierarchical zeolite composite, MOR@ZSM-5, with two distinct frameworks has been successfully

fabricated via the repeated crystallization of ZSM-5 nanocrystals on mordenite surfaces. To avoid their

phase separation, the surface of mordenite was pretreated with tetra(n-butyl)ammonium hydroxide

(TBAOH) to induce the formation of the ZSM-5 nuclei, and it was subsequently modified by the

continuous growth of nanocrystalline ZSM-5 on the entire area of the mordenite surfaces. Interestingly,

the fully overgrown MOR@ZSM-5 composite exhibits a remarkable improvement in the ethylbenzene

selectivity (>60%) obtained from the alkylation of benzene with ethanol with respect to isolated zeolites

and their physical mixture due to the enhanced external surface area and hierarchical porosity as well as

the reasonable acidity provided by the fully dispersed ZSM-5 nanocrystals on the mordenite surfaces.

Moreover, coke species deposited on the designed composites are likely located at the external surfaces

and do not considerably deteriorate the catalytic performance, whereas they are deposited

predominantly in the micropores over the incompletely overgrown MOR@ZSM-5 composite. The

present study illustrates the advantages of the overgrown zeolite composites of two incompatible

frameworks in tailoring the hierarchical porosity, adjusting the acidic properties, and eventually

controlling the product selectivity in acid-catalyzed reactions such as the alkylation of benzene with

ethanol.
Introduction

Zeolites are crystalline aluminosilicate materials with a well-
dened microporous structure and they exhibit various
outstanding properties ranging from high surface areas and
high acidity to ion-exchange ability and shape selectivity.1–4 Over
the past decades, they have been employed as acid catalysts in
several potential applications in the petrochemical industry, for
example, catalytic cracking, hydrocracking, oligomerization,
isomerization, and alkylation.5–8Unfortunately, the applications
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of zeolites are oen hampered by the restricted diffusion of the
reactants and/or products in their microporous system
(<2 nm).9 These pore diffusion limitations result in low active
site accessibility, low catalytic performance, and rapid catalyst
deactivation.10–12 Therefore, to overcome these drawbacks,
many attempts have been made to design zeolites possessing
a shorter diffusion path length with at least two levels of
porosity, namely hierarchical zeolites.11–15

To date, various hierarchical zeolites have been successfully
prepared by several approaches such as post-treatment, recrys-
tallization, templating method, and bond blocking.11–14,16–22

Typically, the post-treatment approach mainly involves the
desilication and dealumination of zeolites via alkaline leaching
and acid leaching as well as steaming, respectively.11,20,23

However, the disadvantage of post-treatment is that some parts
of the zeolite framework are destroyed, eventually leading to
partial amorphization.24 Meanwhile, the so/hard templating
method has been revealed as one of the most effective methods
to control the hierarchical porous structure of zeolites.12,25–27

Recently, there have been several reports on the development of
hierarchical zeolite nanosheets, nanowires, and nanocrystals,
which exhibit a signicant improvement in the catalytic
performance for various reactions with respect to the conven-
tional ones.13,18,19,28–32 These observations are related to the fact
Nanoscale Adv., 2020, 2, 4437–4449 | 4437
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that the inter-particle porosity can provide a higher accessibility
of active sites and also accommodate large molecules existing
during the reaction, thus making them more applicable for
catalytic processes involving bulky molecules.13,18,19 In addition,
hierarchical zeolites exhibit considerable changes in the
product selectivity due to the suppression of further reactions,
corresponding to enhanced diffusion to and/or from the reac-
tion sites in the micropores through the mesopores.13

Although the internal and external surfaces (channels and
crystal faces) of zeolites are considerably different in terms of
the OH group concentration, acid strength, and shape selec-
tivity, the contribution of the catalytic sites on the external
surface of zeolites to the overall reaction should not be
neglected.33,34 Indeed, an excessively high external surface
acidity facilitates side reactions without pore restriction,
leading to a decrease in the desired product selectivity.35 To
circumvent this problem, the modication of their external
surface acidity is one of the most promising strategies to reduce
their acidic density, which is obtained by one of the following
three main approaches: (i) elemental surface modication; (ii)
chemical vapor deposition (CVD); (iii) chemical liquid deposi-
tion (CLD).34,36–38 Apart from the above-mentioned methods, the
fabrication of core–shell zeolite composites is a fascinating
aspect for improving the surface properties, and thus, for
manipulating the catalytic properties of zeolites. The growth of
a continuous shell over zeolite core crystals may not only modify
the morphology of the zeolite but also the textural properties,
the acidity, and the shape selectivity, all of which can control
the product distribution in various reactions.21,34,35,39

Several core–shell zeolite composites, such as mordeni-
te@ZSM-5,34 ZSM-5@silicalite-1,35,40–42 mordenite@silicate-1,33

SAPO-34@ZSM-5,43,44 ZSM-5@SAPO-34,45 ZSM-5@SAPO-5,46

ZSM-5@SAPO-11,47 ZSM-5@ZSM-22,48 beta@silicalite-1,49 and
Y@beta50 have been reported in the literature. Most of them
have highlighted the crucial importance of compatibility
between the core and shell materials in the successful forma-
tion of core–shell structured composites.34,51 Typically, the
compatibility of two zeolite components can be illustrated in
terms of their structural types, framework compositions, crys-
tallization conditions, stability of the core crystals, as well as the
rapidity of shell growth.45,49,51 However, the endeavors for
synthesizing core–shell composite by direct growth of different
zeolite structures on a certain core component have not been
successful.33 To circumvent the chemical or structural incom-
patibility between the core crystals and the shell precursors,
various strategies have been employed, for example, the pre-
adsorption of nanoseeds on the core surface and a subse-
quent hydrothermal reaction to induce a well intergrown
shell,33,34,49 the use of core crystals as the nutrients for shell
growth,24,45,50 and the pretreatment of core crystals with
a template required for the zeolite shell growth.34,44 It was re-
ported that mordenite surfaces dissolved and reorganized into
ZSM-5 nanoclusters during core pretreatment with the
template, which can act as crystallization centers in the
formation of the polycrystalline ZSM-5 shell.34 Various zeolite
composites with a core–shell structure have revealed enhanced
catalytic performance, especially in terms of product selectivity
4438 | Nanoscale Adv., 2020, 2, 4437–4449
for many reactions, such as uid catalytic cracking,46 hydro-
cracking,24 dehydrogenation,43 alkylation,48,52,53 ethanol dehy-
dration,44 and methanol to olens or aromatics owing to their
altered textural properties, modied surface acidities, and
tuned diffusion and shape selective behaviors.41,54,55

Ethylbenzene (EB) is a crucial feedstock for the production of
styrene, which is one of the most important industrial mono-
mers for plastics and textiles.56,57 Currently, ethylbenzene is
mainly produced by the alkylation of benzene with ethylene or
ethanol over acidic zeolite-based catalysts.5,58,59 The use of
ethanol instead of ethylene suppresses coke formation, leading
to a longer catalyst lifetime, and also benets in terms of the
economic signicance due to a lower cost of biomass derived
ethanol.57,60 However, there are several side products obtained
from the alkylation process including toluene, xylene, and
higher aromatics (C9

+) formed by secondary reactions on the
acidic sites. Therefore, the modication of the acidic properties
of the catalyst surface is of crucial importance in tuning the
product selectivity in benzene alkylation.

Among various zeolites, ZSM-5 as well as mordenite have
been widely employed in many petrochemical processes,
particularly in alkylation.61 However, a conventional zeolite
oen suffers from lower catalytic performance and rapid cata-
lyst deactivation due to the excessively high acidity and large
crystal size. In general, the location and strength of the acidic
sites are considered as crucial factors affecting the catalytic
behavior. In addition, the crystal size of a zeolite also has a great
impact on the catalytic activity and selectivity. For example, with
a crystal size in the nanoscale, a larger inter-crystalline void
space is provided, resulting in higher pore volume, and more
accessible acidic sites, all of which lead to higher activity, lower
coke content, and improved stability.17,57,62 Therefore, to modify
a zeolite combined with small crystals and a reasonable acidity,
the fabrication of the core–shell structure of the mordenite core
with nanocrystalline ZSM-5 would be advantageous. To the best
of our knowledge, although the potential applications of
modied catalysts in alkylation have been demonstrated, the
catalytic performance of core–shell mordenite@ZSM-5
composite has not been evaluated in benzene alkylation.

Motivated by the benets offered by zeolite composites with
core–shell structures, which allow the tuning of physicochem-
ical properties so as to enhance the catalytic activity, tune the
product distribution, and reduce coke formation in benzene
alkylation with ethanol, a novel zeolite composite of mordenite
with low Si/Al ratio (�9) as the core with hierarchical nano-
crystalline ZSM-5 with higher silica ZSM-5 (Si/Al ratio � 70) as
the shell has been successfully fabricated. Because of the diffi-
culty in growing high silica ZSM-5 onto incompatible mordenite
crystal surfaces, in this study, the overgrowth of continuous
nanocrystalline ZSM-5 shells was successfully achieved via the
pretreatment of mordenite with tetra(n-butyl)ammonium
hydroxide (TBAOH), followed by repeated crystallization of
nanocrystalline ZSM-5. The degree of nanocrystalline ZSM-5
surface coverage is related to the number of repeated cycles of
ZSM-5 crystallization on the mordenite surfaces. To illustrate
the benets of the designedmaterials containing different types
of zeolites, the effects of the morphology, textural properties,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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and the acidic properties of the composites in ne-tuning the
product selectivity obtained from benzene alkylation with
ethanol were also demonstrated. This rst example presents an
efficient synthetic approach that allows the complete over-
growth of commercial mordenite with nanocrystalline ZSM-5
and also opens up interesting aspects for the application of
core–shell zeolite composites in tuning the product distribution
in the alkylation of benzene with ethanol.
Experimental
Materials

Conventional mordenite (HSZ-600: H-form, Si/Al of 9) was
supplied by Tosoh, Japan. Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS:
$99.0%, Sigma-Aldrich), aluminium isopropoxide (Al
[OCH(CH3)2]3: $98.0%, Sigma-Aldrich), tetra(n-butyl)ammo-
nium hydroxide (TBAOH: 40%, Leonid Chemicals), and sodium
hydroxide (NaOH: 98%, Carlo Erba) were used as the starting
materials for the synthesis of nanocrystalline ZSM-5. Benzene
(99.9%, QRec), ethanol (99.9%, QRec), and nitrogen gas (N2:
99.999%, Praxair) were used for testing the catalytic activity
without any further purication.
Fabrication of mordenite@nanocrystalline ZSM-5 composites

Commercial mordenite was rstly pretreated with TBAOH by
following the method in the previous report34 with some
modications. In a typical procedure, 2 g of commercial mor-
denite was mixed with 5 mL of 5% TBAOH and stirred at room
temperature for 1 h before the hydrothermal treatment at
130 �C for 24 h. Subsequently, the pretreated mordenite was
ltered and washed with deionized water, and dried overnight
at 100 �C.

To prepare the mordenite@nanocrystalline ZSM-5 compos-
ites, there are two methods including the single-step synthesis
(SS) and the repeated or continuous overgrowth (CS) of ZSM-5
on the mordenite surfaces. To obtain the one-step crystallized
zeolite composite, 1.08 g of pretreated mordenite was added
into the nanocrystalline ZSM-5 gel precursor containing 8.67 g
of TEOS, 8.10 g of TBAOH, 0.08 g of aluminium isopropoxide,
0.02 g of NaOH, and 2.3 g of deionized water. Aer stirring at
room temperature for 36 h, the mixture was transferred to
a Teon-lined stainless steel autoclave for crystallization at
130 �C for 84 h. Then, the solid product was obtained by
ltering and washing with deionized water, drying overnight at
100 �C, and calcination in air at 550 �C for 6 h. The synthesized
product is denoted as MOR@ZSM-5(SS).

In order to obtain continuous nanocrystalline ZSM-5 over-
grown on the entire mordenite surfaces, the ZSM-5 crystalliza-
tion step was repeated thrice. Firstly, 2.16 g of the pretreated
mordenite was added into the nanocrystalline ZSM-5 gel
precursor containing 8.67 g of TEOS, 8.10 g of TBAOH, 0.08 g of
aluminium isopropoxide, 0.02 g of NaOH, and 2.3 g of deion-
ized water. Aer stirring at room temperature for 36 h, the
mixture was transferred to a Teon lined stainless steel auto-
clave for crystallization at 130 �C for 12 h. Aer that, the solid
product was obtained by ltering and washing with deionized
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
water, followed by drying at 100 �C overnight. Subsequently,
1.08 g of the product obtained from the rst crystallization was
further mixed with the nanocrystalline ZSM-5 gel precursor
having a similar composition as that in the rst crystallization
step and the mixture was stirred at room temperature for 36 h.
Aer crystallization at 130 �C for 84 h, the solid product was
ltered and washed with deionized water, dried at 100 �C
overnight, and calcined in air at 550 �C for 6 h. Then, 1.08 g of
MOR@ZSM-5 was again added into the nanocrystalline ZSM-5
gel precursor. Aer stirring at room temperature for 36 h, the
mixture was transferred to a Teon-lined stainless steel auto-
clave for the third crystallization at 130 �C for 84 h. Finally, the
solid product was obtained by ltering and washing with
deionized water, drying at 100 �C overnight, and calcination in
air at 550 �C for 6 h. The synthesized product is denoted as
MOR@ZSM-5(CS).

Furthermore, the pure hierarchical ZSM-5 nanosheets were
also synthesized by following the method in the previous
report.18 Typically, the gel precursor containing 8.67 g of TEOS,
8.10 g of TBAOH, 0.08 g of aluminium isopropoxide, 0.02 g of
NaOH, and 2.3 g of deionized water was prepared. The resultant
mixture was stirred at room temperature for 12 h and was then
subjected to hydrothermal treatment at 130 �C for 24 h. The
obtained product was collected by ltering and washing with
deionized water, drying at 100 �C overnight, and calcination in
air at 550 �C for 6 h. The corresponding Si/Al ratio of the
synthesized product is 67.4 and it is denoted as ZSM-5-NS.

All the synthesized samples were converted to the H+ form by
ion-exchange with 1 M NH4NO3 solution at 80 �C for 2 h and the
process was repeated thrice. Finally, the solid products were
calcined in air at 550 �C for 4 h.
Characterization

The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were recorded in the 2q
range of 5� to 50� with a step size of 1� min�1 on a Bruker D8
ADVANCE diffractometer with Cu Ka radiation operated at 40
kV and 40 mA. The Si/Al ratio of the composite products was
determined by X-ray uorescence (XRF) analysis performed on
a Bruker model S8 TIGER sequential WDXRF. Fourier transform
infrared (FTIR) spectra were collected at room temperature in
the range from 4000 to 400 cm�1 with 16 scans using an FTIR
spectrometer (PerkinElmer). Depth prole analysis using X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed on a JEOL
JPS-9010 equipped with non-monochromatic Mg Ka X-rays
(1253.6 eV). To record the elemental depth proles, the
sample was etched by an argon ion gun at the etching rate of
0.5 nm s�1 and the spectra were obtained at approximately
30 nm depth intervals. The atomic composition was estimated
using the relatively integrated peak areas of the Si 2p3/2 and Al
2p3/2 orbitals. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and trans-
mission electron spectroscopy (TEM) were performed on a JEOL
JSM-7610F with an accelerating voltage of 1 kV and a JEOL JEM
ARM200F with an accelerating voltage of 200 kV, respectively.
To conduct the elemental analysis, both the microscopes were
equipped with the Energy Dispersive Spectrometer (EDS)
(Oxford X-max 150 mm2 for SEM and JEOL JED-2300T 100 mm2
Nanoscale Adv., 2020, 2, 4437–4449 | 4439
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for TEM). N2 adsorption–desorption isotherms were measured
at �196 �C on a MicrotracBEL, BELSORP-max model. Prior to
the measurement, the sample was degassed at 300 �C for 24 h.
By using the N2 sorption data, the specic surface area (SBET)
was determined by the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller equation and
the total pore volume (Vtotal) was obtained from the data at P/P0
of 0.99. Meanwhile, the micropore surface area (Smicro), the
external surface area (Sext), and the micropore volume (Vmicro)
were estimated by the t-plot method. Solid state 27Al NMR
spectroscopy was performed on a Bruker AVANCE III HD (400
MHz) digital NMR spectrometer operated at the magnetic eld
strength of 9.4 T. The spectra were recorded at the frequency of
104.3 MHz with 2500 scans, a relaxation delay of 3 s, and
a single-pulse of 5 ms.

Temperature-programmed desorption of ammonia (NH3-
TPD) and O2-temperature-programmed oxidation (O2-TPO)
were carried out using a BELCAT II instrument equipped with
a thermal conductivity detector (TCD). For the NH3-TPD
experiment, aer pretreatment under the He ow at 500 �C
for 1 h, the sample was saturated with NH3 at 100 �C for
30 min. Then, NH3 desorption was conducted in the
temperature range of 100 to 800 �C with a ramping rate of
10 �C min�1. For the O2-TPO experiment, aer pretreatment
under the He ow at 300 �C for 2 h, O2-TPO was performed in
the temperature range of 100 to 900 �C with a heating rate of
5 �C min�1 under 5% O2/He ow of 50 mL min�1. The Raman
spectra were collected on a Senterra Dispersive Raman
spectrometer (Bruker) using laser excitation with a wave-
length of 532 nm in the spectral range of 270–1730 cm�1. The
measurement was repeated thrice at six different positions
with the integration time of 30 s.
Fig. 1 (A) The XRD patterns and (B) the FTIR spectra of (a) mordenite,
(b) MOR@ZSM-5(SS), (c) MOR@ZSM-5(CS), and (d) ZSM-5-NS.
Catalytic performance testing via the alkylation of benzene
with ethanol

In the typical procedure, benzene alkylation with ethanol was
carried out in a xed-bed continuous ow reactor (3/8-inch
diameter) packed with 0.2 g of the catalyst (50/80 mesh). Prior
to the catalytic activity testing, the catalyst was pretreated with
N2 ow at 550 �C for 3 h. Subsequently, the reactant feed con-
taining benzene and ethanol in the volumetric ratio of 2 : 1 was
introduced into the reactor at 450 �C with a ow rate of 1.5 g h�1

by using an HPLC pump (FLUSYS, PLM 707-1) and 30 mLmin�1

of N2 was used as the carrier gas. The ratio of the catalyst weight
to the reactant ow rate (W/FBenzene+EtOH) was 0.133 gcat$h
mol�1, corresponding to the weight hourly space velocity of 0.5
h�1. The outlet stream was analyzed by an online gas chro-
matograph (Agilent Technologies GC-7890B) equipped with an
FID detector and a PORABON-Q column (10 m� 0.25 mm, 3 mm
with 2 particle trap) at an interval time of 1 h. For the reaction
study, the catalytic performances in terms of reactant conver-
sion and product selectivity were evaluated from the peak area
of the obtained GC chromatograph based on the carbon atom
basis percentage and the molar percentage. The atomic balance
of all the experiments was calculated based on the carbon
numbers and it was found to be in the range of 85.5 � 4.0%.
Consequently, ethanol conversion (XEtOH), benzene conversion
4440 | Nanoscale Adv., 2020, 2, 4437–4449
(XBenzene), and product selectivity (Si) were calculated by using
eqn (1)–(3), respectively:

XEtOH ¼ ðnEtOHÞin � ðnEtOHÞt
ðnEtOHÞin

� 100% (1)

XBenzene ¼ ðnBenzeneÞin � ðnBenzeneÞt
ðnBenzeneÞin

� 100% (2)

Si ¼ ni

ntotal
� 100% (3)

where (nEtOH)in and (nBenzene)in, and (nEtOH)t and (nBenzene)t are
the number of moles of ethanol and benzene at the initial and
a given time, respectively. Meanwhile ni and ntotal are the
number of moles of the desired product i and the total number
of moles of all the products, respectively.
Results and discussion
Catalyst characterization

Aer the pristine mordenite was hydrothermally treated with
TBAOH for 24 h, the XRD pattern of the pretreated mordenite
did not change signicantly with respect to the pristine mor-
denite (Fig. S1†), suggesting that the mordenite framework can
be preserved in alkaline TBAOH solution. However, the pre-
treated mordenite exhibits a lower crystallinity (75.2%) in
comparison to the pristine mordenite (87.9%) (Table S1†),
suggesting that some parts of mordenite likely decomposed to
aluminosilicate species during the pretreatment process.
Indeed, TBAOH is an efficient structure directing-agent (SDA)
for the formation of ZSM-5 nanocrystals, and therefore, some
parts of aluminosilicate species that dissolved from mordenite
during the hydrothermal pretreatment could be reorganized
into small ZSM-5 nanoclusters with the aid of TBAOH.34

Subsequently, these small nanoclusters can serve as the seeds,
thus inducing the further growth of nanocrystalline ZSM-5 on
mordenite surfaces during ZSM-5 crystallization via the single-
step synthesis (SS) and continuous overgrowth (CS) approaches.

As depicted in Fig. 1A, the XRD patterns of the synthesized
zeolite composites exhibit characteristic diffraction peaks
belonging to both MOR and MFI frameworks, conrming the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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co-existence of mordenite and ZSM-5 phases in the synthesized
composites. For instance, the peaks at 2q of 6.5�, 9.8�, 13.5�,
15.3�, 19.7�, 22.4�, 25.7�, 26.4�, and 27.7� are attributed to the
MOR framework,63,64 while the peaks at 2q of 7.9�, 8.7�, 23.1�,
and 23.9� correspond to the MFI framework.45,65 However, the
intensity of the diffraction peaks related to the mordenite phase
is signicantly decreased in the case of MOR@ZSM-5(CS) with
respect to MOR@ZSM-5(SS), suggesting that the fraction of
mordenite to ZSM-5 in the composite is reduced in the case of
MOR@ZSM-5(CS). It is, therefore, reasonable to assume that the
fully covered ZSM-5 layers are more dominant in MOR@ZSM-
5(CS) due to repeated ZSM-5 crystallization. Moreover, accord-
ing to the IR spectra (Fig. 1B), both the composite samples show
an IR peak at 545 cm�1 belonging to double ve-membered
rings of pentasil units, which is a characteristic of the MFI
framework.66,67

The different morphology of the synthesized MOR@ZSM-5
composites is revealed by scanning electron micrographs
(SEM) with respect to the isolated mordenite and hierarchical
ZSM-5 (Fig. 2(a, b) and S2†). Pristine commercial mordenite is
in the form of aggregated non-homogeneous ellipsoidal crystals
with the size in the micron range (Fig. S2(a)†). Evidently,
a morphology similar to that of pretreated mordenite is still
observed with respect to the pristine one (Fig. S2(b)†). Consis-
tent with the XRD results, the small ZSM-5 nanoclusters cannot
be observed on the pretreated mordenite likely due to the
disordered orientation and limited quantity.34 Meanwhile, the
pure hierarchical ZSM-5 presents spherical assemblies of ZSM-5
nanosheets with the particle size in the range of 150–200 nm
(Fig. S2(c)†) and it is similar to that described in the previous
report.18

In addition, the morphology of both MOR@ZSM-5(SS) and
MOR@ZSM-5(CS) composites is obviously different due to the
different number of ZSM-5 crystallization cycles. For instance,
Fig. 2 SEM images (a and b), TEM images (c and d), and the Si/Al ratio as a
analyses (e and f) of (a, c and e) MOR@ZSM-5(SS) and (b, d and f) MOR@

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
in the case of MOR@ZSM-5(SS), which is obtained by the single-
step crystallization of ZSM-5 on mordenite surfaces, the full
coverage of mordenite by nanocrystalline ZSM-5 cannot be
accomplished (Fig. 2a), demonstrating that some parts of
mordenite are exposed together with the isolated ZSM-5 nano-
particles. On the other hand, in the case of MOR@ZSM-5(CS)
prepared by repeated ZSM-5 crystallization, mordenite crystals
are entirely covered by ZSM-5 nanocrystals and the complete
overgrowth of nanocrystalline ZSM-5 on mordenite surfaces is
eventually achieved (Fig. 2b). These observations can be
explained by the fact that ZSM-5 partly overgrown on mordenite
obtained from the rst crystallization step can act as seeds or
nuclei, which can induce the growth of the ZSM-5 layer in
further crystallization steps, thus eventually leading to the
formation of a continuous nanocrystalline ZSM-5 shell on the
mordenite core.33,34 Noticeably, the ZSM-5 phase at the external
surface of MOR@ZSM-5(CS) composites is mainly present as
very highly dispersed nanocrystals on mordenite surfaces.

To further conrm the structure of the zeolite composites,
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was employed. As
shown in Fig. 2(c and d), the external surface of the zeolite
composites is rather rough compared to pristine mordenite
(Fig. S3(a)†), indicating that the mordenite crystals are covered
by nanocrystalline ZSM-5 layers. Although there are many
spherical nanoparticles of ZSM-5 observed on the mordenite
surface for MOR@ZSM-5(SS), some parts of mordenite are still
exposed at the outermost surfaces of the composite. On the
other hand, the full coverage of nanocrystalline ZSM-5 on
mordenite was achieved only in the case of the MOR@ZSM-
5(CS) sample. In addition, the interface between two zeolite
components as well as the stacking of nanosized ZSM-5 crystals
in MOR@ZSM-5(CS) are observed in the TEM images with
higher magnication (100 kX) (Fig. S4†). Based on the repre-
sentative TEM images (Fig. S4†), the ZSM-5 phase of
function of depth from the surface obtained from the XPS depth profile
ZSM-5(CS).

Nanoscale Adv., 2020, 2, 4437–4449 | 4441
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MOR@ZSM-5(SS) and MOR@ZSM-5(CS) is composed of nano-
particles with the size of ca. 6.5 and 11.5 nm, respectively.
However, it is difficult to clearly observe the core–shell structure
of the MOR@ZSM-5(CS) sample by using the TEM image.
Therefore, other characterization techniques are required to
further prove the core–shell structure of the composite.

Indeed, the Si/Al ratios of the isolated mordenite and ZSM-
5 nanosheets are signicantly different (Table 1). Fortunately,
XPS depth prole analysis can be used to obtain the infor-
mation regarding the coverage of ZSM-5 on the mordenite
crystals by monitoring the Si/Al ratio of the zeolite composites
as a function of etching time, which is related to the depth
from the surface (Fig. 2(e and f)). In case of the MOR@ZSM-
5(CS) samples, the highest Si/Al ratio can be observed at the
outermost surface (e.g., 0 nm) with the value close to that of
isolated ZSM-5 and it decreases with increasing depth from
the surface and eventually becomes constant at the value close
to that of bare mordenite, demonstrating that the nano-
crystalline ZSM-5 phase is dominant at the outermost surface,
while the mordenite phase is dominant at the inner core
(Fig. 2f). In strong contrast to this, for the MOR@ZSM-5(SS)
sample, the Si/Al ratio is constant along the depth from the
surface with the value close to the average Si/Al ratio estimated
from the XRF technique (Fig. 2e and Table 1), indicating the
non-homogeneous growth of ZSM-5 on the mordenite surface
and conrming that the complete overgrowth of nanocrystal-
line ZSM-5 on the mordenite crystals cannot be achieved for
this sample.

In addition, to further conrm the homogeneity of the
nanocrystalline ZSM-5 layers, SEM-EDS elemental analysis was
also performed. As expected, the surface composition in terms
of the Si/Al ratio of the MOR@ZSM-5(SS) sample is varied across
the surface with a value of 10 to 40 and it relates to that region in
which mordenite is dominant and exhibits lower Si/Al ratio,
while the region in which nanocrystalline ZSM-5 is dominant
presents higher Si/Al ratio (Fig. S5(a)†). In strong contrast to
this, the Si/Al ratio of MOR@ZSM-5(CS) is uniform over the
entire surface of the particles (Fig. S5(b)†), indicating the
homogeneous distribution of ZSM-5 crystals over the external
surface of mordenite.

The formation pathways of MOR@ZSM-5(SS) and
MOR@ZSM-5(CS) illustrated in Scheme 1 are proposed based
on SEM and TEM images. During the composite fabrication,
there are two possible nucleation centers competing with each
other for the growth of ZSM-5 crystals in the system: one is in
the synthesis gel and the other is on the external surface of the
Table 1 The Si/Al ratios and textural properties of different zeolite samp

Sample Si/Al ratioa SBET
b (m2 g�1) Smicro

c (m2 g�1) Sext
d (m2 g

Mordenite 9 521 500 21
MOR@ZSM-5(SS) 24 569 335 234
MOR@ZSM-5(CS) 42 645 488 157
ZSM-5-NS18 67 542 296 246

a Si/Al ratio determined by the XRF technique. b BET specic surface area.
f Micropore volume. g Vext ¼ Vtotal � Vmicro.

h Hierarchy factor dened as (

4442 | Nanoscale Adv., 2020, 2, 4437–4449
mordenite crystals (Scheme 1A).45 For the rst crystallization
cycle, ZSM-5 is preferably grown at the nucleation centers in the
synthesis gel instead of on the mordenite surfaces due to the
incompatible framework structures and compositions of mor-
denite and ZSM-5 (Scheme 1B), thus resulting in partially
covered mordenite by ZSM-5 together with the presence of the
separated ZSM-5 phase (Scheme 1C), as evidenced by the SEM
and TEM images of MOR@ZSM-5(SS). Interestingly, with
a further increase in the number of crystallization steps, ZSM-5
growth on mordenite crystals became more dominant as ZSM-5
partly overgrown on mordenite obtained from the rst crystal-
lization can act as the seeds, which can induce the further
growth of ZSM-5, thus eventually leading to a continuous
nanocrystalline ZSM-5 coating over the entire mordenite
surfaces (Scheme 1D), as evidenced by the SEM and TEM
images of MOR@ZSM-5(CS).

To examine the textural properties of the zeolite composites,
N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms of the zeolite composites,
along with those of pure mordenite and hierarchical ZSM-5
nanosheet, are illustrated in Fig. 3A. Commercial mordenite
typically displays a type I N2 isotherm with a steep N2 uptake at
low relative pressure (P/P0 < 0.01), corresponding to the micro-
pore lling in the microporous structure.68 Meanwhile, the
ZSM-5 nanosheet and all the composite samples exhibit
a combination of type I and type IV N2 isotherms with
a hysteresis loop at high relative pressure (P/P0 > 0.90), which
contributes to capillary condensation in open large pores due to
inter-crystal porosity.39,69 Moreover, the BJH pore size distribu-
tion derived from the adsorption branch of the isotherm reveals
a broad peak in the range between 30 and 80 nm for the zeolite
composites and between 30 and 120 nm for ZSM-5-NS (Fig. 3B),
indicating the presence of macro/mesopores created from the
assemblies of nanosized ZSM-5 crystals and the interparticle
voids.

The corresponding textural properties of all the samples
were summarized in Table 1. Interestingly, the BET specic
surface area (SBET), the external surface area (Sext), the total pore
volume (Vtotal), as well as the macro/mesopore volume (Vext) of
the composites were signicantly enhanced in comparison to
pristine mordenite due to a higher fraction of meso/
macroporosity. Interestingly, a lower fraction of macro/
mesopore volume (Vext/Vtotal) of MOR@ZSM-5(CS) with respect
to MOR@ZSM-5(SS) and the ZSM-5 nanosheet can be directly
related to its morphology, in which the ZSM-5 phase is present
as nanocrystals and are densely stacked on mordenite surfaces
(Fig. 2(b and d)).
les

�1) Vtotal
e (cm3 g�1) Vmicro

f (cm3 g�1) Vext
g (cm3 g�1) Vext/Vtotal HFh

0.27 0.19 0.08 0.30 0.028
0.91 0.15 0.76 0.84 0.068
0.73 0.22 0.51 0.70 0.073
0.86 0.12 0.74 0.86 0.063

c Microporous surface area. d External surface area. e Total pore volume.
Vmicro/Vtotal) � (Sext/SBET).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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Scheme 1 Illustration of the proposed formation pathways of MOR@ZSM-5(SS) and MOR@ZSM-5(CS) via (i) single-step crystallization (via A, B,
and C); (ii) continuous crystallization of nanocrystalline ZSM-5 on the mordenite surfaces (D).

Fig. 3 (A) N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms and (B) BJH pore size
distribution of (a) mordenite, (b) MOR@ZSM-5(SS), and (c) MOR@ZSM-
5(CS).

Fig. 4 (A) NH3-TPD profiles and (B) FTIR spectra obtained after the
desorption of pyridine at 150 �C of (a) mordenite, (b) MOR@ZSM-5(SS),
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However, one can anticipate that the use of external surface
area (Sext) and macro/mesopore volume (Vext) values to evaluate
the catalytic performance of the synthesized zeolite composites
is not sufficient, as the interplay between the catalytic function
due to the micropores and the accessible function provided by
mesopores/macropores is important.70 Therefore, hierarchy
factor (HF), dened as the product of the relative micropore
volume (Vmicro/Vtotal) and the relative external surface area (Sext/
SBET), is a powerful tool to investigate the hierarchical
porosity.70 Interestingly, hierarchy factor is signicantly
enhanced in case of the MOR@ZSM-5(CS) sample (Table 1) with
respect to the others, demonstrating that the external surface
area is clearly improved due to highly dispersed ZSM-5
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
nanocrystals on the mordenite crystals, while the micropore
volume is not severely penalized upon the fabrication of the
zeolite composite. This makes it clear that the textural proper-
ties as well as the hierarchical porosity of the zeolite can be
tailored by the overgrowth of nanocrystalline ZSM-5 on mor-
denite crystals.

The coordination of Al atoms in the zeolite samples was
investigated by 27Al MAS NMR spectroscopy (Fig. S6(A)†). Typi-
cally, the peak at 55 ppm is assigned to tetrahedrally coordi-
nated Al in the zeolite framework, while the peak at 0 ppm is
assigned to octahedrally coordinated Al or extra-framework
Al.71,72 Therefore, an intense band at 55 ppm with a very weak
band at 0 ppm indicates that most of the aluminium can be
incorporated into the zeolite framework.
(c) MOR@ZSM-5(CS), and (d) ZSM-5-NS.

Nanoscale Adv., 2020, 2, 4437–4449 | 4443
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To further investigate the acidic properties in terms of acidic
density and acidic strength of the synthesized zeolite compos-
ites, the NH3-TPD proles of all the zeolite samples present two
main NH3 desorption features centered at about 180–200 �C
and 400–550 �C, which are attributed to the desorption of NH3

from weak and strong acid sites, respectively, as shown in
Fig. 4A. The corresponding desorption temperatures as well as
the weak/strong acidic densities of each sample are summa-
rized in Table 2.

According to the NH3-TPD data, it is demonstrated that bare
mordenite exhibits the highest acidic density and acidic
strength, while the pure ZSM-5 nanosheet presents the lowest
acidic density and acidic strength, which is attributed to their
different Si/Al ratios and zeolite topologies. Interestingly, the
total acidity as well as the acidic strength of all the synthesized
zeolite composites are in between those of the isolated mor-
denite and hierarchical ZSM-5 nanosheets, and also depend on
the fraction of each zeolite component in the composite. For
example, a lower acid amount as well as acidic strength of
MOR@ZSM-5(CS) than that of MOR@ZSM-5(SS) is related to its
higher fraction of lower acidity of the nanocrystalline ZSM-5
coating at the outermost surfaces of the composite. The above
results suggest that the acidic properties of the zeolites are
adjustable according to the different degree of surface coverage
of nanocrystalline ZSM-5 on mordenite surfaces.

In general, the amount of strong Brønsted acid sites is
related to the number of tetrahedral Al in the zeolite framework
(i.e., chemical shi at 55 ppm in the 27Al MAS NMR spectra), as
the acidic protons are required to compensate the negative
charges caused by Al substitution for Si atoms in the zeolite
framework.4,73 Therefore, in order to obtain more information
about the different types of acidic sites, the FTIR analysis of
pyridine adsorption (Py-IR) was also performed. Besides
bridged hydroxyl groups in the zeolite framework, there are
other types of acidic sites formed in the zeolite structure such as
silanol groups and hydroxyl groups associated with extra-
framework Al.74 Typically, these different types of acidic sites
can be observed in the OH vibration region of the FTIR spec-
trum. As displayed in Fig. S6(B),† three negative bands are
detected in the FTIR spectra for pyridine adsorption at about
3745 cm�1, 3660–3672 cm�1, and 3570–3600 cm�1, corre-
sponding to the terminal silanol groups, hydroxyl groups linked
to extra-framework Al and/or partially hydrolyzed framework Al,
and acidic bridged hydroxyl groups in the zeolite framework,
respectively.74–76 The negative feature of these bands is due to
Table 2 Acidic properties of different zeolite samples

Sample

Acid amounta (mmol g�1)

Weak (180–200 �C) Strong (400–550

Mordenite 0.48 0.53
MOR@ZSM-5(SS) 0.15 0.38
MOR@ZSM-5(CS) 0.12 0.22
ZSM-5-NS 0.07 0.11

a Determined by Gaussian deconvolution of the NH3-TPD proles. b Estim

4444 | Nanoscale Adv., 2020, 2, 4437–4449
the consumption of OH groups on pyridine adsorption. It is
noteworthy that only a trace amount of octahedral Al is detected
in all the zeolite samples according to the 27Al NMR spectra
(Fig. S6(A)†). Therefore, with a signicant intensity of the IR
peak at 3600–3672 cm�1 and a trace amount of octahedral Al,
this band is likely attributed to the partially extra-framework Al
anchored to the zeolitic framework with tetrahedral coordina-
tion. Interestingly, three hierarchical zeolite samples
(MOR@ZSM-5(SS), MOR@ZSM-5(CS), and ZSM-5-NS) exhibit an
intense IR band at 3745 cm�1, whereas mordenite presents this
band with a signicantly lower intensity. Hence, the above
observations demonstrate that silanol groups are more relevant
in these hierarchical zeolites in comparison to mordenite.

In addition, as shown in Fig. 4B, three IR bands are detected at
about 1455, 1492, and 1546 cm�1, corresponding to pyridine
adsorbed on different acidic sites. For instance, the IR peaks at
1455 and 1546 cm�1 are attributed to pyridine adsorbed on Lewis
acidic sites (L) and Brønsted acidic sites (B), respectively.75 Mean-
while, the IR peak at 1492 cm�1 is assigned to pyridine coordi-
nated to both Lewis and Brønsted acidic sites.75 The results
demonstrate that a low amount of Lewis acidic sites is observed in
all the samples, suggesting that most of the acidic sites in all the
samples are Brønsted acidic sites, in accordance with the 27Al MAS
NMR spectra. Accordingly, the amount of Brønsted acidic sites can
be estimated using the NH3-TPD data together with Py-IR analysis
(Table 2). A lower amount of Brønsted acidic sites in the
composites with respect to bare mordenite is directly related to
their higher Si/Al ratios, as a lower amount of framework Al can
lead to a lower number of acidic protons for charge compensation
due to the increased fraction of high silica ZSM-5.
Catalytic performance testing via the alkylation of benzene
with ethanol

To illustrate the benets of the synthesized zeolite composites
with their tailored properties, the alkylation of benzene with
ethanol was used as the model reaction. Generally, benzene
alkylation with ethanol proceeds via electrophilic substitution
on the aromatic ring through a carbenium ion-type mechanism
over an acidic catalyst.61,77,78 Primarily, ethanol dehydration on
Brønsted acidic sites is required for the formation of ethyl
cation or ethylene, which can subsequently react with benzene
to form ethylbenzene (EB) as the desired product.78 However,
this reaction involves many complicated processes, for
instance, alkylation of benzene with ethylene to ethylbenzene,
isomerization and further alkylation of ethylbenzene,
Amount of Brønsted acidityb (mmol g�1)�C) Total

1.01 0.98
0.53 0.48
0.34 0.31
0.18 0.16

ated based on the NH3-TPD and Py-IR data.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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oligomerization of ethylene, followed by cracking, as well as the
generation of other aromatics.59 To avoid the interference by
further reactions, the ratio of benzene to ethanol is xed at 2 : 1.
It was reported that a lower volume fraction of benzene can
induce the formation of diethylbenzene owing to the higher
alkylation activity of ethylbenzene caused by the positive
inductive effect of the ethyl group and eventually, the catalyst
can be easily deactivated.79

Accordingly, the catalytic performance in benzene alkylation,
in terms of reactant conversion and product selectivity of all the
samples, was tested at 450 �C as a function of time on stream
(TOS) for 24 h, as shown in Fig. 5 and S7.† To elucidate the effect
of the full coverage of mordenite by nanocrystalline ZSM-5 on
the catalytic performance, physically mixed mordenite and
ZSM-5, denoted as MOR-ZSM-5(mix), with a Si/Al ratio compa-
rable to that of MOR@ZSM-5(CS) was also investigated. The
results demonstrate that ethanol conversion of about 90–100%
was achieved for all the samples (Fig. 5A, S7(A) and Table S2†),
suggesting that most of the ethanol was consumed under the
present circumstance. However, the difference in benzene
conversion over various catalysts is observed in the order
MOR@ZSM-5(CS) > MOR@ZSM-5(SS) � MOR-ZSM-5(mix) >
ZSM-5-NS > mordenite. Indeed, a high ratio of ethanol to
benzene conversion is related to the fact that a fraction of
ethanol is converted by other reactions instead of alkylation78

and probably gives other by-products such as ethylene, oligo-
merization products, and coke species. Notably, in spite of its
highest acidic density, mordenite shows the lowest benzene
conversion, indicating low accessibility of the active sites and
mass transfer restriction due to the microporous structure of
conventional mordenite.10–12 As expected, benzene conversion is
improved over all the zeolite composites with respect to pristine
mordenite. This observation is related to the presence of mes-
opores created between the adjacent ZSM-5 nanosized crystals
that can promote the accessibility of the active sites and mass
transport in the zeolite. Compared to the pure ZSM-5 nano-
sheet, only the MOR@ZSM-5(CS) sample presents a signicant
improvement in the benzene conversion with the average value
of 44.9%, whereas other zeolite composites give a signicantly
Fig. 5 (A) Reaction conversion (%) and (B) product selectivity (%) over
the MOR@ZSM-5(CS) sample in benzene alkylation at 450 �C as
a function of time on stream (TOS) for 24 h.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
lower average value of ca. 34%. This observation indicates that
the full coverage of nanocrystalline ZSM-5 on mordenite can
play a crucial role in the enhancement of the catalytic activity
towards benzene alkylation.

Interestingly, the product distribution observed over
different catalysts is obviously different (Fig. 5B, S7(B) and Table
S2†). Indeed, ethylbenzene is considered as the main product
over all the samples except for pristine mordenite, which gives
ethylene as the main product (e.g., average ethylene selectivity
of 89.4%) with a very low ethylbenzene selectivity (ca. 6.2%). The
low catalytic performance of pristine mordenite in benzene
ethylation is likely related to its very high concentration of
Brønsted acidic sites coinciding with a large crystal size.
Although Brønsted acidic sites are the active sites for this
reaction, it was reported that with a very high number of strong
Brønsted acid sites and a large crystal size, the produced eth-
ylbenzene would be strongly adsorbed on the zeolite and
subsequently, is easy to crack into benzene or transform into
coke species, resulting in lower benzene conversion as well as
ethylbenzene selectivity.57 It was also reported that the high
ethylene selectivity over mordenite was accounted for by its
unique structural features, namely, the so-called “side pockets”,
where likely only one molecule of ethanol can enter, thus
favoring ethanol dehydration to ethylene.80 The above results
demonstrate that the catalytic performance towards benzene
alkylation is not only affected by acidity but also the crystal size
as well as the textural properties.

Contrary to mordenite, the pure ZSM-5 nanosheet presents
a higher ethylbenzene selectivity (ca. 42.4%) with a comparable
value of ethylene selectivity (ca. 49.7%), suggesting that a higher
fraction of ethylene produced from ethanol dehydration can
further react with benzene and eventually promote ethyl-
benzene formation. Moreover, in the case of zeolite composites,
ethylbenzene becomes the main product, illustrating that the
zeolite composites are more selective towards ethylbenzene
formation with respect to bare mordenite and the ZSM-5
nanosheet. However, in the case of partially overgrown
composite (MOR@ZSM-5(SS)), the ethylbenzene selectivity is
not signicantly improved with respect to ZSM-5-NS as well as
in the case of the MOR-ZSM-5(mix) sample, whose mordenite
and ZSM-5 are phase separated. In strong contrast to this, for
the MOR@ZSM-5(CS) sample, the selectivity of ethylbenzene as
well as heavy aromatics (C9

+) is clearly enhanced, while the
ethylene selectivity is signicantly decreased with respect to
other samples, demonstrating that alkylation can be consider-
ably promoted via the complete coverage of nanocrystalline
ZSM-5 on the mordenite crystals. This observation conrms
that a reasonable acidity of MOR@ZSM-5(CS) for benzene
alkylation can be achieved through the complete overgrowth of
low acidity nanocrystalline ZSM-5 on the mordenite surfaces.
Indeed, ethylbenzene can further react with ethylene via
secondary reactions to generate further alkylated products such
as heavy aromatics (C9

+). As a result, the generation of heavy
aromatics is at the expense of ethylbenzene.61 This makes it
clear that the product distribution in the alkylation of benzene
can be tuned with the view of controlling the physicochemical
Nanoscale Adv., 2020, 2, 4437–4449 | 4445
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properties of the zeolite composites via the complete over-
growth of another zeolite.

As discussed above, the alkylation performance of the cata-
lyst can be directly affected by both the acidic properties and the
hierarchical porosity of the catalysts. Therefore, the relation-
ship between the ethylbenzene yield and the catalyst properties
(the Brønsted acid amount and the hierarchy factor) of different
catalysts is illustrated in Fig. 6. The lowest ethylbenzene yield
obtained over pristine mordenite can be explained by the fact
that its microporous structure and very large amount of strong
Brønsted acidic sites can facilitate ethylbenzene cracking to
benzene and ethylene or coke due to a longer contact time
between ethylbenzene and the Brønsted acidic sites. Therefore,
with a reasonable amount of acidic sites and the presence of
mesopores, which can facilitate mass diffusion in the zeolite,
the hierarchical ZSM-5 nanosheet shows a higher ethylbenzene
yield than that of mordenite.

In the case of zeolite composites, the ethylbenzene yield is
increased when compared to that of pure zeolites. However, the
ethylbenzene yield over MOR@ZSM-5(SS) is not signicantly
improved with respect to the ZSM-5 nanosheet even though it
has a higher Brønsted acid amount. This can be directly related
to its morphology, in which some parts of mordenite are still
exposed and can drive the formation of ethylene and coke.
Interestingly, with the complete overgrowth of ZSM-5 nano-
crystals on the mordenite crystals (MOR@ZSM-5(CS)), the eth-
ylbenzene yield is considerably enhanced due to the improved
hierarchical porosity as well as the reasonable Brønsted acidity
provided by the fully dispersed nanocrystalline ZSM-5 on the
entire area of the mordenite surfaces. Mordenite surfaces can
serve as the supporting material† for nanocrystalline ZSM-5 to
grow and disperse on and eventually, highly dispersed nano-
crystalline ZSM-5 layer can be achieved via repeated ZSM-5
crystallization (Fig. 2(b and d)).

Interestingly, although conventional mordenite itself does not
seem to be very selective for benzene alkylation due to its micro-
pores and very high acidity, it can contribute to the enhanced
catalytic activity of the overgrown zeolite composites owing to the
Fig. 6 Relationship between the ethylbenzene yield (%) and the
catalyst properties in terms of the amount of Brønsted acidic sites and
the hierarchy factor of (a) mordenite, (b) MOR@ZSM-5(SS), (c)
MOR@ZSM-5(CS), and (d) ZSM-5-NS.

4446 | Nanoscale Adv., 2020, 2, 4437–4449
modied hierarchical porosity and acidity of the composites.
Therefore, the above results emphasize the crucial roles of the
engineering of the zeolite surface via the overgrowth of nano-
crystalline ZSM-5 on mordenite to control the catalyst properties
with the view of improving the hierarchy factor and obtaining
reasonable acidity to ne-tune the product distribution in the
alkylation of benzene. Moreover, the MFI andMOR frameworks as
well as the morphology of the synthesized composites are still
preserved aer being used in the reaction for 24 h (Fig. S8†).

Coke formation

To analyze the formation of coke species during benzene
alkylation, O2-TPO proles of all the spent catalysts at 24 h of
TOS were recorded, which display oxidation peaks at different
temperatures centered at about 150–200 �C, 400–450 �C, and
500–600 �C, corresponding to the oxidation of carbonate
species,73 more hydrogenated coke species, which are likely
aliphatic (coke I), and more carbonaceous coke species, which
are likely aromatics (coke II) (Fig. 7 and Table S3†).81,82 Usually,
coke I having a higher H/C ratio is deposited less selectively in
the macro/mesopores, whereas coke II having a lower H/C ratio
is deposited in the micropores undergoing diffusional restric-
tion and/or outside the zeolite crystals.82 Therefore, the intense
peak at about 500–600 �C in the TPO proles suggests that coke
species in all the spent catalysts is mainly present in the form of
aromatics.83 Interestingly, the intense peak in the TPO prole of
MOR@ZSM-5(SS) splits into two different peaks, indicating the
sequential oxidation of coke deposited at different locations,84

which are likely the micropores and the external surfaces. In
addition, it can be clearly observed that the oxidation temper-
ature of the aromatic species shis to higher temperature for
spent mordenite when compared to ZSM-5-NS, demonstrating
that coke deposited on mordenite is likely located within the
micropores and is more difficult to be removed.

The amount of coke deposited on different catalysts was
observed to be in the order mordenite > MOR@ZSM-5(SS) >
MOR@ZSM-5(CS) > ZSM-5-NS. For example, lower coke
Fig. 7 O2-TPO profiles of the spent catalysts: (a) mordenite, (b)
MOR@ZSM-5(SS), (c) MOR@ZSM-5(CS), and (d) ZSM-5-NS taken after
the catalytic test for the alkylation of benzene with ethanol at 450 �C
for 24 h.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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formation on the zeolite composites is related to their lower
acidity and higher fraction of mesopores contributed by low
acidity hierarchical nanocrystalline ZSM-5. Among all the
zeolite composites, MOR@ZSM-5(CS) shows the lowest coke
formation due to its highest hierarchical porosity along with
suitable acidity due to the overgrowth of ZSM-5 nanocrystals,
thus conrming its highest catalytic performance in ethyl-
benzene production.

In addition, the nature of coke formed over different cata-
lysts was investigated using Raman spectroscopy. Unfortu-
nately, with the use of a 532 nm laser source, the spectral
features can be obscured by uorescence.85 However, all the
spent catalysts exhibited typical Raman spectra dominated by
two bands associated with extended carbonaceous species86

(Fig. S9†). Apart from the two main bands, the band at
1179 cm�1 was also observed and was reported to appear only in
poorly organized carbonaceous compounds; however, its
assignment is still the subject of controversy.86 Due to the
overlapping bands, the main two peaks were deconvoluted into
four Gaussian peaks with the following assignments: (i)
1382 cm�1, “the breathing mode” of disordered aromatic clus-
ters (D1 band); (ii) 1505–1516 cm�1, out-of-plane defects of the
aromatic domains with poor organization (D3 band); (iii) 1565–
1582 cm�1, in-plane stretching of the sp2 carbons of the struc-
tured aromatic clusters or graphitic-like coke (G band); and (iv)
1610 cm�1, disordered aromatics (D2 band).87 The correspond-
ing results of the deconvolution are summarized in Table S4.†

As shown in Fig. S9 and Table S4,† it can be observed that the
G band of all the zeolite composites and the ZSM-5 nanosheet is
narrower (i.e., smaller Gw) and shis towards higher wave-
number compared (i.e., larger Gp) with that of mordenite,
demonstrating that the coke deposited on the zeolite compos-
ites and the ZSM-5 nanosheet is more structured.81 Further-
more, the D1/G ratio is a useful parameter that can be correlated
to the growth of carbonaceous species according to the Ferrari–
Robertson expression:88

D1/G ¼ 0.55La2 (4)

As presented in Table S4,† the results reveal a higher coke
particle size of the structured coke on the composites and ZSM-
5 nanosheet than that on mordenite. According to the Raman
results, the coke deposited on the ZSM-5 nanosheet is prefer-
ably located on the external surfaces and the particle size of the
structured coke is larger. Meanwhile, the low capability of
mordenite for sweeping alkylated aromatic compounds towards
the exterior owing to its microporous structure can lead to
a higher fraction of internal coke, as revealed by the higher
oxidation temperature in the TPO prole. As a result, internal
coke can block the active sites and subsequently hinder the
catalytic performance. However, in the case of the incomplete
overgrowth (MOR@ZSM-5(SS)), coke is deposited both within
the micropores and on the external surfaces, as evidenced by
the two different peaks at 500–600 �C in the O2-TPO prole
(Fig. 7). Interestingly, in the case of the full coverage sample
(MOR@ZSM-5(CS)), the coke particle size is a bit smaller than
that of ZSM-5-NS and the oxidation temperature of aromatic
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
coke species is close to that of ZSM-5-NS, suggesting that coke
deposited on MOR@ZSM-5(CS) is preferably located on the
external surfaces.

To further investigate the pore blockage by cokes and to
conrm the location of the cokes, N2 physisorption was per-
formed on the spent catalysts obtained aer benzene alkylation
at 450 �C for 24 h (Fig. S10†). The results show that the surface
area as well as the pore volume of the spent catalysts decreased
with respect to the fresh ones (Tables 1 and S5†). Noticeably, the
surface area and the pore volume of mordenite are completely
lost aer the reaction at 450 �C for 24 h, as evidenced by a trace
N2 uptake in the N2 isotherm (Fig. S10†). This result indicates
complete pore blocking by the coke species and demonstrates
that the coke formed on mordenite is the internal coke depos-
ited within the micropores. In strong contrast to this, all the
hierarchical zeolite samples (MOR@ZSM-5(SS), MOR@ZSM-
5(CS), and ZSM-5-NS) still exhibit a reasonable surface area as
well as a pore volume, suggesting that the coke formed on these
samples does not severely block the pores of the zeolites and the
coke species is likely the external coke located on the external
surfaces of catalysts. Moreover, the loss of micropore volume of
different spent catalysts is in the order: mordenite >
MOR@ZSM-5(SS) > MOR@ZSM-5(CS) > ZSM-5-NS and this
order is reverse of the coke particle size estimated from Raman
spectroscopy (Table S4†), again conrming that coke deposited
on the ZSM-5 nanosheet is preferably located on the external
surfaces and thus, the coke particle size is large, whereas the
coke formed onmordenite is the internal coke deposited within
the micropores and has a small particle size.

Conclusively, with the improved external surface area as well
as the hierarchical porosity and a suitable amount of the acidic
sites, the composites show good anti-coking performance and
bring about simultaneously high activity and stability.

Conclusions

To demonstrate the concept of design of hierarchical zeolite
composites with two different incompatible frameworks so as to
improve the catalytic performance of benzene alkylation with
ethanol, in this study, a MOR@ZSM-5 zeolite composite with
full coverage by nanocrystalline ZSM-5 has been successfully
fabricated via repeated ZSM-5 crystallization on mordenite
pretreated using TBAOH as the structure-directing agent. The
complete overgrowth of nanocrystalline ZSM-5 on mordenite
crystals cannot be achieved by using single-step crystallization.
However, ZSM-5 partly overgrown on mordenite obtained from
the rst crystallization can induce the further growth of ZSM-5
nanocrystals on mordenite surfaces, which can serve as the
supporting material for nanosized ZSM-5 deposition, thus,
eventually leading to continuous nanocrystalline ZSM-5 coating
over the entire mordenite surfaces. As a result, the synthesized
composite with a complete coverage of nanocrystalline ZSM-5
on mordenite exhibits signicantly improved hierarchical
porosity as well as reasonable acidic density and strength due to
fully dispersed ZSM-5 nanocrystals on the mordenite surfaces.

Interestingly, the designed ZSM-5 overgrown on the mor-
denite composite can considerably enhance the catalytic
Nanoscale Adv., 2020, 2, 4437–4449 | 4447
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performance for alkylation of benzene with ethanol in terms of
benzene conversion and ethylbenzene selectivity compared to
the corresponding isolated zeolites and the physically mixed
composite. In addition, the main product obtained over the
overgrown zeolite composite is different from that of the iso-
lated mordenite and the ZSM-5 nanosheet, suggesting that the
product distribution can be tuned via the fabrication of the
completely overgrown zeolite composite. The improved catalytic
performance of the designed composite is likely related to its
morphology, in which the dispersion of small nanosized ZSM-5
crystals on the mordenite surfaces can lead to promoted hier-
archical porosity, more accessibility of the active sites, and
suitable acidic properties (e.g., density and strength). Moreover,
the coke deposited on the designed composite is likely the
exterior coke located at the external surfaces does not signi-
cantly affect the catalytic performance. As demonstrated above,
the present study illustrates the advantages of the designed
overgrown zeolite composite of two different incompatible
frameworks for improving the external surface area as well as
hierarchical porosity, adjusting the acidic properties, and
eventually controlling the product selectivity in acid-catalyzed
reactions such as the alkylation of benzene with ethanol.
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